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Good day and Peace, from the

Thursday, May 10, 2012

Father, Son, and Holy Spirit!!!

It is with a humble heart and contrite spirit that write these words. Please forgive me
for coming across a little cross, know this in your heart and mind, it is because I
actually care and love you all. I know that the majority of folks have no idea or
concept of what a Fathers role is, simply put, he is head of the family. Here again
most have no idea what a family is, a group of people with ties that bind beyond the
physical aspect, yes, we are all related by the elements that we are composed of.
Families put aside personal differences and operate for the good of the whole, we
are all better off for it and because of it.
Now to further explain my position, when folks speak about humanity, peace,
healthcare, occupation (job), rights, elements of life, it is of utmost importance to
give God the glory, not the self or corporate body. These so called professional
folks who speak big words that in the end have no meaning at all, apparently just
like to hear themselves talk. Here is a simple fact: I AM God, I own heaven and
earth, I am a homeless, unemployed, veteran, I am honest, I do my best to obey
mans law, but I cannot and will not violate my own law of righteousness and good.
Your leaders have been given notice of what is required of them and until they do
what is ask of them they will remain on the outside looking in. No matter how they
try to change the subject or confuse the issues, you cannot con God, the law is the
law man, and the wages of sin is death. Blasphemy of the Holy Spirit is
unforgiveable.
Here is a hint for your speech writers, begin every speech with: Thank you Father
for this day, may we do your will not ours.
Have a wonderful day, I Love You All,
Allen D Hurst
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